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KALBARRI TENNIS AND NETBALL COURTS 

Statement by Member for Moore 

MR R.S. LOVE (Moore) [12.23 pm]: I rise today to highlight the crucial role of royalties for regions funds in 
building Kalbarri’s four new tennis and netball courts, opened on 2 September 2017. The existing courts were 
unsafe and in a state of disrepair. No change rooms or facilities were attached to the courts and they were located 
two kilometres from the town’s sport and recreation centre. The project had been on the Kalbarri community’s 
wish list for more than 12 years. The Kalbarri Sport and Recreation Association had been fundraising at every 
opportunity for eight years, but the project was beyond its financial reach. At a total project cost of $668 000, an 
injection of $226 680 royalties for regions funding, together with $225 000 from the community sport and 
recreation facilities fund and the strong support of the Shire of Northampton meant the project could proceed. 
The project also incorporated cricket practice nets and a quarter-size basketball court, which has proved to be 
particularly popular with Kalbarri youth. Located adjacent to the local skate park in the centre of town, these 
facilities have become a hub for young people. The skate park project was made possible some years ago with 
$456 000 royalties for regions funding. Membership of the Kalbarri Tennis Club has risen dramatically and 
I understand the courts were used extensively during the last school holidays. It should be noted that although 
Kalbarri has a population of about 1 500 people, the town’s population swells to 6 000 during the peak holiday 
season. The royalties for regions funds that made this project possible represent an investment in Kalbarri’s health 
and wellbeing and will benefit local residents and visitors alike. I commend Kalbarri’s sporting community for 
persisting with this project for more than a decade and thank the Midwest Development Commission and 
royalties for regions on behalf of the Kalbarri community. 
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